Murrysville Parks and Recreation Commission
Stewardship Plan for Townsend Park (2019)

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Townsend Park’s natural areas are a recreational asset, with many visiting
the park to enjoy woodland walks. The long term value of Townsend’s
woodland is related to its sustainability over time. With very limited
municipal and volunteer resources available for stewardship, a strategy
is worthwhile to support the woodland’s long-term sustainability. A
recommended strategy includes making use of blow-down areas in the
woods to plant desirable tree saplings, and protecting these plantings
from invasive plants and deer.

Background
Townsend Park is a 160-acre Murrysville park that includes 2 ball fields,
a fishing pond, 2 pavilions with electricity, a landscaped garden area
surrounding a gazebo, and trails through forested areas. Located off Twin
Oaks Drive in northwestern Murrysville, the park is situated adjacent to
low-density reside!}tial areas of single family dwellings. Some visitors to
the park arrive on foot or by bike, but most arrive by car. People visit the
park to use the ball fields, fishing pond, pavilions, and gazebo, but most
visitors are walkers or hikers who use its woodland trails and open areas.
Townsend Park is one of five community parks in Murrysville’s extensive
system of parks and trails. It holds almost 4 miles of woodland trails
as well as the northwest terminus of the 5 mile cross-Murrysville Don
Harrison Community Trail that passes through several nature reserves
and parks to reach Murrysville Community Park and the Westmoreland
Conservancy’s Walter Reserve in east-central Murrysville.
Murrysville’s 2011 Comprehensive Parks, Recreation and Open Space Plan
includes this recommendationo (page127)
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Establish Natural resource Management as a core
management function of parks and recreation
in operating sustainable parks.
• Develop a natural resources management plan for parks and public properties.
• Continue to coordinate with volunteers involved in natural resource managment
initiatives such as removal of invasive species.
• Adopt a “green approach” to park and recreation facility maintenance. The
Municipality already has a policy on avoiding the use of chemicals in park
maintenance. Balancing the need for active recreation facility maintenance with
a green philosophy of care will help to achieve sustainable parks.
• Strive to create partnerships with local conservation and environmental groups.
Continue the relationship with the Westmoreland Conservancy and Murrysville
Preservation Historical Society and SLAM.

To address this recommendation, one of Murrysville’s Parks and Recreation
Commission’s (P&RC) goals for 2015 was to start to develop proposed stewardship
plans for municipal parks, starting with Townsend Park. Townsend Park was chosen
to begin this effort because it represents a blend of active recreation facilities
and natural open space, and because many visit the park to make use of its
natural areas.
A committee of P&RC members Ben Sampson and Betsy Aiken coordinated
development of a proposed Stewardship Plan for Murrysville’s Townsend Park.
Contributing to the effort were Tammy Colt of the PA Game Commission, Tony
Quadro of the Westmoreland Conservation District, and Kathryn Zakowski and
Jon Sweringen of Fahringer, McCarty, Grey, Inc. Also helping were Murrysville
residents Dave Metzgar and Maryann Lassak, both frequent visitors to the park and
long-time Townsend Park volunteers, and local birder Pat Comas who contributed
observations of birds from visits to Townsend Park.
These objectives were defined for stewardship of Townsend:
1) To support sustainability of the natural areas of the park, without degradation
or loss of habitat
2) To minimize stewardship/maintenance costs or effort
3) To enhance visitors’ experience or likely quality of experience.
Development of the stewardship plan included walk-throughs of the park by all
participants. After visits to the park, Tammy Colt and Tony Quadro each sent a
report with recommendations. Those reports are attached, along with some emails
and other documents pertaining to the project ( see list of Attachments).
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Discussion

Townsend Observations

With people making more and more use of woodland trails for walking, hiking,
photography, nature study, and birding, there is increasing appreciation of the
recreational value of natural lands within Murrysville parks. This is especially true
at Townsend Park, where over 90% of the park’s acreage is forested. Wildlife and
aesthetics are important parts of Townsend’s visitors’ experience.
It is recognized that the long term value of Townsend’s woodland is related to its
sustainability over time. With very limited funds and manpower (municipal and
volunteer) available to maintain park woodlands, a strategy for best use of these
resources is useful.
Adverse impacts affecting sustainability of the park’s woodland in recent years
include the emerald ash borer, competition from invasive plants, and deer damage.
The scale of emerald ash borer infestation throughout the region precludes
protection of the park’s ash trees. Volunteers work to reduce the number of
invasive plants in the park to lessen their interference with survival
and regeneration of native species. Deer pressure in Townsend remains heavy even
though the park is enrolled in a hunting program which allows permitted hunters
to bow hunt in the park in season.
Impact on PA woodlands is also anticipated with climate change, with a warming
trend likely to result in species currently at the souther}) end of their range
generally declining in PA woodlands, and species currently at the northern end of
their range increasing. (A PA Climate Impacts Assessment Update
(http ://www.elibrary.dep.state.pa.us/dsweb/Get/Document-108310/2700-BKDEP4494.pdf ) anticipates an overall warming, with PA to be about 3•C (5.4• F)
warmer by 2050. This report includes review of likely impact to PA forest resources.)

Townsend’s forest is mostly deciduous, although there are two areas of pine
plantations - one mostly red pine, and the other mostly white pine. Most of the
park’s forest understory is not diverse, and is composed mostly of non-native
species. Understory species include spicebush, multiflora rose, bittersweet,
Japanese barberry, Japanese stiltgrass, low bush blueberry, fern, and grapevine.
- Deer browse throughout the park woodland is mostly heavy.
- There is recent mortality of oak trees in one area of the park.
- Park trails are mostly in good shape, but with some erosion present in
several areas.
- The park’s pond is a nice feature for fishing recreation, but it is not a significant
breeding habitat for any waterfowl species.
- A part of the park known as the Arboretum has a few foreign tree species, but
predominantly holds mature or declining cherry trees and white ash.
- In recent years new trees have been planted in the Arboretum, but maintenance
is inconsistent with weeds encroaching within the protective fencing provided.
- The American Legion Garden is in disrepair. Some of the wooden benches in
this area are unsafe for use.
- The Murrysville Garden Club does not seem to be in use at this time, despite
designation by park signage.
- The ball fields appear to be in good shape, with adequate parking for both fields
to be utilized at once.
- Many visitors bring their dogs along when they visit the park. Clean up of waste
appears to be consistent.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
RECOGNIZING LIMITATIONS IN FUNDING AND MANPOWER,
RECOMMENDATIONS INCLUDE:
1) Leave snags, den trees, and woody debris on the forest floor, as cover and
habitat for wildlife.
2) The municipality should remove any dead or dying trees in the Arboretum
area and other mowed areas of the park. On a case by case basis, consider
replacing with new trees, evaluating for site suitability and selection to
increase habitat and species diversity.
3) Continue with volunteer trail maintenance with occasional requests to
the municipality for chain sawing or other effort beyond the capacity
of volunteers.
4) Selectively use areas where blowdowns have opened the forest canopy
for focused regeneration of the forest. Regeneration efforts should include:
		
a) Removing invasive plants from the understory in these areas.
		
b) Planting saplings of desirable tree species, and native shrubs
			 (see “Native Shrubs Recommended for Wildlife Habitat”, attached).
		
c) Supporting plantings’ success by placing and maintaining fencing
			 around these areas for deer protection (see ‘”Cribs’ Create Young Tree
			 Habitat for Wildlife”, attached)
		
d) Monthly inspection of new plantings should be performed for the
			 first year of establishment to ensure elimination of invasive species
			 and increase plant survival rates.

These efforts could be undertaken as Eagle Scout or other community projects, by
volunteers, or by the municipality.
5) Other invasive plant removal (invasive plants as designated by PA DCNR)
should be conducted to the extent undertaken by volunteers. If Japanese
knotweed is observed, control of it should be a priority.
6) Use any herbicide in accordance with all regulations and manufacturer’s
instructions, and do not use herbicide near streams or bodies of water.
7) Restoring/ repurposing the Murrysville Garden Club and American Legion
Gardens to improve the aesthetics of these areas. Involving the community
in these improvements or redesign will provide a sense of “ownership”,
which can lead to regular maintenance and protection of the area by
community volunteers.
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Additional Considerations
A more intensive management option would include some overstory and
understory treatment, based on a Forest Stewardship Plan (available from the
Westmoreland Conservation District at a cost of $500 - $700); see details in Tony
Quadro’s report. Another management option would be to do nothing, but that
is not desirable as canopy openings resulting from tree mortality, and ongoing
deer pressure, will allow invasive species to flourish and prevent natural hardwood
succession. Taking advantage of canopy openings for selective planting and
protection of desirable saplings will help ensure sustainability of Townsend’s
hardwood forest.
The pond area is very suitable for a bat box; see details in Tammy Colt’s report.
There may be an opportunity to test demand for a community amphitheater
at low cost by using the parking area near the pond as a performance venue,
with audience seating on the hillside overlooking the pond. Considerations
include workability of parking (available at the ball fields) and whether sound,
if amplified, would meet the limits set by the Murrysville Code. Nearby parking
would be restricted to handicapped-only; others would park above the ball fields.
Additionally, testing the demand for new activities such as horse shoes or yoga,
etc. of which the park could accommodate would help improve the overall quality
of experience for visitors to Townsend Park. These activities should be restricted to
those with low environmental impact, and could occur during recreational events
during the year.

As they age, the existing parking lots have the potential to be updated to
emphasize a “green approach” to their design, and increase parking capacity for
events. Using Best Management Practices (BMPs) such as pervious pavement,
pervious pavers, and bio retention gardens in the updated lots would improve
stormwater infiltration and water quality, reduce the environmental impact from
stormwater runoff, and improve public awareness for “green” strategies. These
BMPs would require regular monitoring and maintenance by a trained individual
to ensure continued effectiveness.
When a lease for the caretaker’s house comes to an end, it may provide the
opportunity to seek a curator/custodian. The new lease could be structured, and
tenant recruited, to include the provision that the person spend a stated amount
of time each month leading nature or outdoor activities.
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Exhibit A
Arial Photo
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Exhibit B
Conceptual Plan
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Exhibit C
Topographic Map
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Exhibit D
Photos

